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Abstract 
There is no doubt that IEEE802.1 lb (Wi-Fi) is widely deployed and its 
popularity is continuing to soar. At the same time, the research community is 
continuing to look into the performance of 802.1 lb and how it can be enhanced. 
Many previous results have concluded some important performance parameters. 
Most previous works consider MAC protocol as parameter of performance 
analysis and assume the channel is error free. In this thesis, the work differ from 
previous work is channel error will be considered in the study. Moreover we 
will also consider the scheduling policy in access point as parameter as analysis. 
A mathematical model is constructed in this thesis to analysis 802.1 lb 
downlinks to obtain packet delay value. We further use the result to propose a 
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IEEE 802.11b networks are rapidly gaining in popularity. The ease of 
deployment, low cost, high capacity plus mobility offered by this wireless 
infrastructure makes them a highly attractive alternative to the old wired 
network. 
IEEE802.11b standards [1] [2] specify the technologies ofWLAN. WLAN earn 
its popularity by its mobility. People can get rid of the cable and connect to the 
WLAN once the radio signal can be reached. Furthermore, flexibility is also a 
desirable feature of WLAN. Users can connect to the network without complex 
setting. 
There are several variants of IEEE 802.11 networks. They are 802.1 la [4], [16], 
802.11b [6], and 802.1 Ig [12]. Although 802.11a and 802.1 Ig have relatively 
higher data rates, they are not yet as widely deployed as 802.1 lb. Owing to the 
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high availability of 802.11b products and earlier entrance of 802.1 lb into the 
market, 802.11b is the most popular WLAN technology. 802.11b networks 
continue to be deployed at an accelerated pace in the office environment as well 
as the public areas, such as shopping malls, airports, and coffee houses. 
Many previous works have already got fruitful result in analysis of 802.11 [3 
[4] [5] [11]. Those analyses are basic on the MAC protocol of 802.11 and 
propose the enhancement to the MAC protocol of 802.11. Although previous 
result, there are some outstanding issues that need to be studied. One of them is 
the interaction among mobile station in a 802.11b network when the underlay 
wireless channels condition vary. In this thesis, we find out that the scheduling 
policy in the access point and the wireless channel error of the user affects the 
performance of the transmission of downlinks packets. 
Currently, the access points of 802.11b employ FIFO single queueing policy 
(Figure 1.1). All packets destined to different stations will multiplex into one 
single queue. We observed that this implementation of the MAC layer queue 
management couldn't effectively balance the packet delay among users. That 
means when the error rate of some users increases, the variation of packet delay 
performance among users will be large and the rates of variation are different. 
The robustness of the system is limited. 
To improve the robustness of the system, we propose a virtual queueing 
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implementation and a packets scheduling scheme. With the improvement, we 
can balance the packet delay among all users. The metric of balancing the 
packet delay is to maximize the number of users that can fulfill the delay 
Access Point 
Station X Packet 
Station Y Packet 
Station X Packet 
Station Y Packet 
Station Y Packet 
Station X Station Y 
w w 
Figure 1.1 Typical FIFO Queue in Access Point of 802.1 lb 
requirement of some delay sensitive applications like audio, video streaming 
applications. 
Packet loss [13] is a general and well-known issue in communication networks. 
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Generally, we can classify packet loss into two categories: 
• Congestion loss; 
• Transmission loss. 
Congestion loss means a packet is lost due to network traffic congestion while 
transmission loss is the random error in transmitting data. In 802.1 lb standard, 
when there is a packet loss, the MAC layer employs an ARQ scheme to ensure 
reliable transmission [8]. With the ARQ scheme, the link layer automatically 
retransmits the lost packet without notifying the upper layer protocol. It 
continues to retransmit for several times if the previous retries also fail. 
Meanwhile packet loss probability is related to radio signal strength. Because of 
the multi-path fading, signal attenuation and shadowing effect, the longer the 
distance between the 802.1 lb stations and access point, the weaker is the signal 
strength. So, for the stations that are far away from the AP, it is likely that the 
packets cannot be received successfully. Thus, ARQ will take effect more 
frequently in this case and the packet delay of the those stations are larger 
The new scheme we proposed in this thesis will consider the channel error, 
arrivals of packets of different stations to make the decision of resource 
allocation. We also have compare the theoretical result and simulation result to 
verify the accuracy of our scheme. 
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1.2 Organization of the Thesis 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the 
802.11b standard. In Chapter 3, we review the current implementation of MAC 
layer of 802.11b access point. In this chapter we will figure out the packet delay 
problem by NS2 simulation. Chapter 4 focuses on the mathematical analysis of 
the downlink performance, exact queue length distribution and packet delay 
value will be obtained Chapter 5 will present the simulation result to verify the 
result of the analysis. Chapter 6 concludes this work and suggests possible 




2,1 Overview of IEEE 802.11 
Out of all these technologies, IEEE 802.11b or Wi-Fi is the technology which 
has received the widest market acceptance. The popularity of this standard is 
aptly reflected in portable computer vendors' decision to integrate 802.1 lb 
wireless network adapters with notebook computers. A market forecast by the 
Gartner [6] group predicts that by the end of year 2005 almost 95% of notebook 
computers will be equipped with 802.11b cards. Further, by the end of year 
2002 the 802.11b penetration in corporate LANs is expected to reach up to 50%, 
from the current level of around 20%. Almost all PDA vendors are starting to 
support the 802.11b technology in the newer-generation PDAs on the market. 
The widespread availability of 802.1 lb on wireless devices coupled with 
continuous cost reduction is also a strong indication of exponential growth of 
the 802.lib technology. 
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802.11 is similar in most respects to the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard. 
Specifically, the 802.11 standard addresses: 
參 Functions required for an 802.11 compliant device to operate either in 
a peer-to-peer fashion or integrated with an existing wired LAN 
參 Operation of the 802.11 device within possibly overlapping 802.11 
wireless LANs and the mobility of this device between multiple 
wireless LANs 
參 MAC level access control and data delivery services to allow upper 
layers of the 802.11 network 
眷 Several physical layer signaling techniques and interfaces 
參 Privacy and security of user data being transferred over the wireless 
media 
IEEE 802.2 八-〇SI 
Logical Link Control (LLC) Layer 2 
-jK (Data 
IEEE 802.11 Link) 
Media Access Control (MAC) 乂 
Frequency Direct ^ 〇S| 
Hopping Sequence Infared PHY PHY Layer 1 
Spread Spread (Physical) 
Spectrum PHY Spectrum PHY 乂 ‘ 
Figure 2.1 - IEEE 802.11 standards mapped to the OSI reference model. 
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There are currently four specifications in the 802.11 family: 802.11, 802.11a, 
802.11b, and 802. l lg . All four use the Ethernet protocol and CSMA/CA 
(carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance instead of CSMA/CD) 
for path sharing. 
參 802.11 -- applies to wireless LANs and provides 1 or 2 Mbps transmission 
in the 2.4 GHz band using either frequency hopping spread spectrum 
(FHSS) or direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS). 
• 802.11a - an extension to 802.11 that applies to wireless LANs and 
provides up to 54 Mbps in the 5GHz band. 802.11a uses an orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) encoding scheme rather than 
FHSS or DSSS. The 802.11a specification applies to wireless ATM 
systems and is used in access hubs. 
• 802.11b (also referred to as 802.11 High Rate or Wi-Fi) -- an extension to 
802.11 that applies to wireless LANS and provides 11 Mbps transmission 
(with a fallback to 5.5, 2 and 1 Mbps) in the 2.4 GHz band. 802.11b uses 
only DSSS. 802.11b was ratification to the original 802.11 standard, 
allowing wireless functionality comparable to Ethernet. 
In this thesis, all the findings are based on the 802.11b technology because 
802.11b is highly deployed among 802.11 family. 
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2.3 802.11b Network Type 
IEEE 802.11b LANs can be deployed in either ad hoc configuration or 
infrastructure configuration. The ad hoc configuration refers to the peer-to-peer 
setup where a bunch of devices with 802.11b network interface cards (NICs) 
can establish a network and communicate with each other without any 
infrastmctural support. The connectivity of the nodes in this network is limited 
to their peers. On the other hand, the infrastructure or the access-point setup 
uses a central access-point (base-station) to form a network. The access-point is 
usually connected to a wired network as a bridge for next hop connectivity. 
Every packet transmitted by a wireless node is destined for the access-point 
which takes care of further routing/switching. Most of the corporate and large 
scale wireless networks are setup in the infrastructure mode of operation. There 
are two different classes of infrastructure operation. 
These are basic service set (BSS) and extended services set (ESS). In BSS 
configuration each wireless node is associated with an access-point and this 
association remains unchanged indefinitely, whereas, in ESS a mobile node can 
roam around and disassociate from current access-point and associate with a 
new access-point or re-associate with the previous access-points. The ESS is 
basically meant to provide roaming support. IEEE 802.11b technology has 
achieved a huge level of penetration in the wireless networking arena. It is 
being regarded as the de facto wireless standard for wireless LANs. 
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Although the dependence on 802.11b is growing, it cannot be termed as a very 
well matured wireless LAN technology. The technology, though adequate for 
basic connectivity and packet switching, falls short of expectations when it 
comes to issues like, quality of service, fairness, performance, security, etc. The 
wireless research community is persistently finding different ways to improve 
this technology and bridge the shortcomings. 
The channel access protocol (MAC) used by 802.11b networks is known to 
have several performance related issues. The quality of service for applications 
using these networks is practically non-existent. 
Access Point 鳳 
『 燃 r 1 厂， 
， L � L J i—J , 
Figure 2.2: Infrastructure Networks. 
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/广—： 
Figure 2.3: Ad-hoc Networks. 
The protocol is known to exhibit unfairness for different streams in terms of 
channel allocation. The security aspect of these networks is known to have 
several problems. 
2.4 IEEE 802.11 MAC overview 
IEEE 802.11b is a standard for Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical 
Layer (PHY) specifications for wireless LANs�The PHY specifications deal 
with modulations techniques, error correcting codes, radio characteristics, 
physical layer convergence, and other signaling related issues. IEEE 802.1 lb 
MAC protocol is based on the CSMA/CA protocol which uses physical carrier 
sense as well as virtual carrier sense to avoid collisions and packet loss. 
Physical carrier sense is used to avoid collisions at the sender, whereas, virtual 
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carrier sense is used to avoid collisions at the receiver and address the hidden 
node problem present in wireless networks. 
2.4.1 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) / Point Coordination 
Function (PCF) 
DCF [6], [16] is the basis of the standard CSMA/CA access mechanism. The 
wireless device listens to see whether the channel is idle before transmitting. 
Random backoff is used to avoid collisions of packet simultaneously 
transmitted by multiple stations. In some cases, DCF may use RTS/CTS 
technique to further reduce the collision probability. We will give a brief 
description of RTS/CTS in the next sub-section. PCF [6], [16] provides 
contention-free services. With this mode, the access points generally act as the 
coordinators in a WLAN to ensure that access to the medium is contention free. 
Under PCF, the access point polls the wireless stations to see if they have 
anything to transmit in a round-robin fashion. PCF is not widely implemented 
in the commercial products, and it does not seem that commercial products will 
incorporate this feature in the foreseeable future. A reason could be that most 
applications will have satisfactory performance under the simpler DCF mode. 
The investigations in this thesis focus on the DCF mode. 
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2.4. Request-to-Send (RTS) / Clear-to-Send (CTS) 
In order to improve the performance, Request-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-to-Send 
(CTS) [6], [16] are optional used to prevent collisions in 802.11. Turning on 
this feature may improve performance when some wireless stations are not in 
direct sensing range of each other. Whenever a station is about to send data, it 
first sends out an RTS frame to the target station. If the target station receives 
an RTS, it responds with a CTS. Upon hearing either the RTS or CTS, all 
stations except the station that sent out the RTS will refrain from transmitting 
for a certain period of time specified CTS. 
In this way, the station that originated the RTS could then send out its data 
frame without worrying about collisions from other stations. Using RTS/CTS 
can not only reserve the radio link for transmission, it also silences any stations 
that hear it. Note that collisions of RTS packets are still possible. 
However, the main essence of RTS/CTS is that collisions of RTC packets are 
less costly compared with collisions of regular packets, since RTS packets are 
much shorter than regular packets. By default, RTS/CTS is turned off in 
commercial WLAN products. If not used carefully, turning on RTS/CTS could 
degrade performance. 
Figure 2.4 and figure 2.5 show the flow diagram of RTS/CTS on and RTS/CTS 
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Figure 2.4 Timing diagram illustrating the successful transmission of a 
data frame without using RTS/CTS mechanism. 
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Figure 2.5 Timing diagram illustrating the successful transmission of a 
data frame using RTS/CTS mechanism. 
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Chapter 3 
Queue Management in Access Points 
3.1 Introduction 
In an infrastructure WLAN network, most network traffic is in the downlink 
direction [12]. That is, data packets are transmitted from the access point (AP) 
to the wireless stations associated with it. Currently commercial AP products 
employ simply single queue and FIFO queueing policy. We observe that this 
implementation causes large packet delay performance variation among users. 
We suggest a scheme to modify the MAC mechanism of the AP. The schemes 
can effectively balance the packet delay among user. We will present the 
performance on UDP traffic. Network Simulator 2 (NS2) [7] is a popular 
network simulator, we use it to study the packet delay behavior in MAC layer 
of access point. NS2 is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking 
research. It provides substantial support for simulation of TCP，UDP, routing, 
and multicast protocols over wired and wireless (wireless LAN) networks. 
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3.2 Packet Delay Variation in Access Points 
In wireless LAN, packet delay of mobile users will vary when the distances 
between some users and the AP is large. The loss probability of a packet is 
directly related to the signal strength of a received packet [21]. The signal 
strength of a packet attenuates significantly along the propagation path. 
Therefore, if stations move away from the AP, the distance between stations 
and AP increase and the power of the signal received decrease. Packets sent by 
the AP to these stations will have a higher probability of packet loss. These lost 
packets could trigger the Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) mechanism of 
802.11b MAC protocol, and the retransmissions of the packets are the origin of 
the packet delay. 
Figure 3.1 shows a scenario of a typical infrastructure WLAN environment. 
Some wireless stations are associated with the central AP. Some of them are far 
away from the AP while some of them are close to the AP. Since the network is 
in the infrastructure mode, all external packets must pass through the AP before 
reaching the corresponding destinations. 
The AP in this scenario is an ordinary commercial AP with only one first-in-
first-out (FIFO) queue inside. Packets in the FIFO queue are transmitted one by 
one. Packet 1 is being transmitted at the head of the queue while other packets 
behind it are waiting for it to complete transmission. Packet 1 is destined for a 
far away station (station 1). Since the distance between Station 1 and the AP is 
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large, there is a higher chance of packet loss. When that happens, Packet 1 
needs to be retransmitted for several times before it can reach its destination 
successfully. 
Access Point 
Station 1 Packet 
Station 2 Packet 
Station 2 Packet 
Station 2 Packet 
Station 1 Packet 
/ \ r ) 




Figure 3.1 Typical WLAN infrastructure environment. 
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However, from simulation, we have observed that the packet delay value of 
station 1 and station 2 are not balanced. Packet delay of station 1 is much 
greater than that of station 2 when the channel condition of station of station 1 
goes bad. 
We believe this implementation is not a robust implementation. Usually, people 
use the wireless LAN with some interaction applications like audio and video 
streaming applications. Those applications are sensitive to packet delay. 
Therefore the quality of the applications will vary a lot if the packet delay 
varies too large. 
3.2 Simulations Settings and Configuration 
We use Network Simulator 2 (NS2) [7], a popular network simulator, to study 
the packet delay behavior in MAC layer of access point. NS2 is a discrete event 
simulator targeted at networking research, it provides substantial support for 
simulation of TCP, UDP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and 
wireless (wireless LAN) networks. 
3.2.1 Mobile Networking in NS2 
The wireless model in NS2 essentially consists of the MobileNode at the core, 
with additional supporting features that allows simulations of 802.11 networks. 
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MobileNode is not connected by means of Links to other nodes or mobilenodes, 
but instead, its routing mechanisms. The routing protocols are dsdv, aodv, tora 
and dsr. 
MobileNode is the basic node object with added functionalities of a wireless 
and mobile node like ability to move within a given topology, ability to receive 
and transmit signals to and from a wireless channel. Figure 3.1 shows the 
schematic of a mobilenode in NS2. 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of a mobilenode 
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3.2.2 Radio Propagation model in NS2 
In order to set up the simulation, we have to set a number of parameters for the 
simulation. Determining the radio propagation model is one of the important 
parameter setting. Three radio propagation models [8] can be chosen. They are: 
• Free space Model 
參 Two-ray ground reflection model 
• Shadowing model 
These models are used to predict the received signal power of each packet [9]. 
At the physical layer of each wireless node, there is a receiving threshold. 
When a packet is received, if its signal power is below the receiving threshold, 
it is marked as error and dropped by the MAC layer. 
Depending on the model being used, the likelihood of the received power being 
below the threshold will be different, hence different loss probabilities will be 
observed. Detailed descriptions of the three models are contained [7]. 
The free space propagation model assumes the ideal propagation condition that 
there is only one clear line-of-sight path between the transmitter and receiver. 
The two-ray ground reflection model considers both the direct path and a 
ground reflection path. The weakness of the two models is they both predict the 
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received power as a deterministic function of distance. They both represent the 
communication range as an ideal circle. In reality, the received power at certain 
distance is a random variable due to multi-path propagation effects, which is 
also known as fading effects 
3.2.2 Input Parameter of Shadowing Radio Propagation model 
There are some parameters for the Shadowing model to simulate different 
scenarios. Different environments have different sets of parameters. As we will 
study the network in indoor office environment, we need to choose a set of 
parameters that best matches to our assumption. From [23], we have 
EmirmmtM p 
Free space 2 
()IkUhH    
Sliaclowed urban area 2 J to 5 
liiie-of-sight 1.6 to I J 
In btiildnm 1  
� ’O h s t n i c t c d 4 to 6 
Table 3.1 Some typical values of path loss exponent. 
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Eiiviroiiittciit Um (•里幻 
Outdoor 4 to 12 
Otike. hard pmtitk鳩 1 
( � r i k e . soft partition 
1 iUU>i\ hnc-cir«<ieht 3 to 6 
I obsiriicicci 6,8 
Table 3.2 Some typical values of shadowing deviation.. 
We choose /5= 2 and o -1. 
In order to generate different packet error rate, we can first fix the location 
between transmitter and receiver and set different receiver threshold. If the 
receiver threshold is higher, the packet error rate will be greater. Table 3.3 is the 
matching of receiver threshold value and the packet error rate when the distance 
between receiver and transmitter is 50. 
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Packet Error Rate ‘ Receiver Threshold 
0.40 9.71245E-10 
0.42 9.26291E-1Q  
0.44 8.83849E-1Q  
0.46 8.43653E-10  
0.48 8.05474E-1Q  
^ 7.69113E-1Q  
0.52 7.34393E-1Q  







^ 4.99932E-10  
^ 4.74493E-10  
4.49628E-1Q  
0?M 4.25258E-10  
4.Q13E-10  
^ 3.7767E-1Q  
3.54276E-1Q  
3.31Q12E-10  
^ 3.07756E-1Q  
2.84356E-10  
^ 2.6Q613E-10  





Table 3.3 matching of receiver threshold value and the packet error rate 
when the distance between receiver and transmitter is 50. 
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3.2.3 Configuration of the simulation 
AP 
/ , station!, y v z y 
0 
1 Stationi j 
Figure 3.3 Configuration of Simulation 
In this simulation, we have two stations (station 1 and station 2) that are 
associated with the same AP. The distance between station 1 and the AP is 50 
maters, while the distance between station 2 and the AP is 1 meters. The 1 
meter distance is relatively short so that the signal strengths of the packets from 
the AP to station 2 have a very high probability to be above the receiving 
threshold. We assume the users are using real time video streaming application 
and receiving UDP packets. Meanwhile the upload traffic is negligible. For 
different run of simulations, we set different receiver threshold value for station 
1 to simulate different packet receiving error rate. 
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Assumptions of the simulation ‘ 
• Packets size of the UDP packets 二 1024 byte. 
參 Wireless channel data rate = 11Mbps 
• DIPS 二 50 // s 
參 SIFS 二 10//S 
Figure 3.4 shows the simulation results when arrival process of station 1 and 
station 2 are bernoulli process with arrival probability is 0.08 per 1500 ji sec 
The Y axis is the packet delay in second, and the X axis is the packet error rate 
of station 1. 
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Packet Error Rate 
Figure 3.4 Packet Delay of station 1 and station 2 against packet error rate 
of station, arrival rate of station 1= 0.1, arrival rate of station 2= 0.1, 
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Figure 3.4 shows the simulation results when arrival process of station 1 and 
station 2 are bernoulli process with arrival probability is 0.08 per 1500 (i sec 
The Y axis is the packet delay in second, and the X axis is the packet error rate 
of station 1. 
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Figure 3.5 Packet Delay of station 1 and station 2 against packet error rate 
of station, arrival rate of station 1= 0.2,arrival rate of station 2= 0.1, 
We would like to divide the graph in figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 qualitatively into 
two regions for discussion: 
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參 When station 1 error rate is low. 
• When station 1 error rate is high. 
When station 1 packet error rate is low, both stations can receive packets with 
strong signal strength. Very few packets from the AP will be dropped due to 
weak received power. In this region, we can see that Station 1 and station 2 
have approximately equal packet delay time. The packet delay of both station is 
about 1500 {1 sec. This observation is trivial and reasonable. 
The packet error rate of station 1 increases, the number of packet lost also 
increases. This will make station 1 trigger ARQ mechanism of lost packet and 
retransmit the packet. The additional time for retransmissions and backoff block 
the transmission of those packets for station 1 will incur the packet delay. 
Meanwhile the packet delay of station 2 is also pulled up. It is because the FIFO 
queue discipline. 
However, the increasing rate of packet delay of station 1 and station 2 are 
different as the channel error of station 1 increases. The increasing rate of 
station 1 is much greater than station 2. When the packet error rate of station 1 
increase from 0.02 to 0.6. The packet delay of station 1 increase from 1500 ju 
sec to approximately 6000 fi sec (increased by 4 times), meanwhile the packet 
delay of station 2 increase from 1500/z sec to 4000 fi sec (increased by 2.67 
times). The increase rate of station 1 is 50% greater than station 2 
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The difference in packet delay increasing rate is much more obvious when the 
arrival rate of station I 's arrival rate double. The packet delay of station 1 
increase from 1500 fi sec to approximately 15000 ！i sec (increased by 10 times), 
meanwhile the packet delay of station 2 increase from 1500 fi sec to 7000 " sec 
(increased by 4.67 times). The increase rate of stationi is 114% greater than 
station 2 
In the next chapters, we will propose a new scheme to improve the situation. 
The goal of the new scheme is to pull down the increasing rate of the packet 
delay of station 1. 
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Chapter 4 
Performance Analysis of 802.11b Downlinks 
4.1 Introduction 
By simulations, we have shown that packet delay variation among users is 
unbalanced with existing implementation of internal queue of AP. In the 
previous section, we verify that the FIFO single queueing is the main cause of 
the problem. 
Packet delay can increase up to 10 times when channel error of a station goes 
bad. This leads to serious performance downgrade to some delay sensitive 
applications like IP phone, video conferencing application. 
In this chapter, we present an analytical model to analyze the downlink traffic 
in access points. Instead FIFO single queueing, we propose virtual queueing 
and probabilistic scheduling of packets. The analysis gives us an exact mean 
packet delay value. We also have done simulation on NS2 platform to verify the 
accuracy of the modeling. 
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4,5 Assumptions of the analysis 
Downlink Sessions Buffer 
~ • Access Point 
Downlink Sessions ~ ^ • I » 
臺 
I pliij I l_l_ 
Figure 4.1 Generic view of 802.1 lb network 
Figure 4.1 shows the generic view of a 802.11b infrastructure network. In the 
network, all mobile devices send packets to access point for further routing or 
switch (uplinks). On the other hand, all packets destined to mobile devices also 
have to send by access point. 
In the protocol of 802.11b, access point and mobile share the same wireless 
channel and they access the channel by CSMA/CA protocol. 
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Here, we assume, 
• Downlink buffers are infinitely long. No packet will be dropped due 
to short of buffer. 
• Perfect feedback. Access point will be acknowledged if packet can 
successfully transmitted or not 
• Infinite ARQ policy is used in access point. Packets will stay in the 
buffer until they are successfully transmitted. 
參 Negligible uplink traffic. 
4.3 Proposed Queue Management in Access Point 
In this thesis, we propose virtual queuing policy and employ in the access point 
to manage different downlinks sessions. 
In this scheme, the AP is like N virtual hosts transmitting data to N stations 
associate with it. Each of the virtual host has its own FIFO queue. And each 
queue only contains packets for one particular destination. The queues compete 
with each other for the channel. When the AP's backoff window reach zero, it 
will select a packet from one of the queue. If the packet is lost due to the 
channel error, the packet will stay in its own queue and wait for next 
transmission chance. With this scheme, no matter where a station is, the packets 
for other stations will not be blocked. 
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We assume that there is a queue selector that select packet among different 
queues to send out to the wireless channel in a time slot. The selector selects the 
queue randomly with certain probability. With different probability, we can 
control the mean packet delay of different queue. 
Station Station Station 
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Figure 4.2 Virtual queuing in AP 
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4.4 Channel error modeling 
In the thesis, flat fading error channel is assumed. It is because 
參 Most 802.11b networks are indoor and multi-path fading dominates 
the error. 
參 802.1 lb usually operate with high data rate. 
We model the wireless channel as a Gilbert-Elliott channel as described in 
Section 3.4.3. The channel is model as two states markov channel. In “success，， 




Figure 4.4 Gilbert-Elliott channel model 
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4.5 The analytical model of downlinks 
We focus on downlink session that shares the AP. We assume a downlink 
session, subject to burst errors, with a relatively high data rate (say, of the order 
of 1Mbps). The time axis is slotted, and transmission occurs in packets. 
Given the short range of communication, the propagation delay is assumed here 
to be zero for simplicity. 
In each slot, a packet is generated to the downlink session with probability 义.A 
buffer is present at the session, where incoming packets are queued and are 
waiting to be transmitted. 
The session is not fully assigned with the bandwidth in AP. In every time slot, 
The AP will choose the packet in the session to send out with a probability p. 
The error process of the wireless channel is modeled as a first-order two state 
Markov chain. The channel alternates a good state (in which all packets are 
transmitted error-free) and a bad state (in which all packets are in error). The 
duration in slots of these good and bad periods are two geometric random 
variables, due to markov channel assumption. 
More specifically, Let 1 and 2 denote bad and good transmission in a given slot, 





be the transition matrix for an error process, where 
p = P[success|success], 
r=P[success|failure], 
andp + q = l , r + s = l . 
A simple ARQ scheme is used here to combat the effect of packets errors. As a 
first approach, a perfect and instantaneous feedback channel is assumed, so that 
at the end of each slot the AP knows exactly whether or not the transmission 
was successful or not. Packets that were not successfully received are 
retransmitted at next attempt. 
This mode of operation results in the following behavior of the system. During 
the channel error period, one packet is transmitted given that the packet is 
selected by AP. Unless the queue is empty and there is no arrival in that slot. In 
other situation, no packets can be transmitted, and arrival queued up, waiting 
for the situation that packets can be transmitted successfully. 
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4.6 Performance Calculation 
{On,Off} 
‘ ^ n n 曰 o 
• 
Figure 4.5 queueing diagram of a downlink session 
Figure 4.5 showing the queueing model diagram of a downlink session in 
access point. 
First, we let 
X be channel state, X 二 1 means the channel is in bad state (Off state) and X = 2 
means the channel is in good state (On state). 
p = P{X=2|X=2} 
r = P{X=2|X=l], 
andp + q = l , r + s= l . 
Y be the AP scheduling state, Y = 1 means the AP doesn't select packets from 
queue while Y = 2 otherwise. 
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?{Y=2}=e,?{Y=\}=l3'=l-0 ‘ 
Let Q" be the queue length at the beginning of slot n 
We can write the following relation 
= +A„ 
where, 
[g, - l , i f apacketcansucessfU沙 transmkdinslotnandQ„ >0 
B = ^  
“ [ Q", otherwise 
Let B(z) be the generating function of random process B" 
And 
f = + + = ?v{X =： 2, r 二 2, Z 二 2} 
r + q 
B(z) =文 ？r{B = k} 
k-O 
= Pr{5 = 0}+zPr{5 = l}+z ' ?r{B = + ?y{B = 3} + …• • 
=(Pr{e = O}+Pr{0 二 1}/) + z(Pr{e = l}/ '+Pr{0 = 2}/) + 
z2 (Pr{e 二 2}/|+ Pr{0 = 3}/) + z] (Pr{e = 3}/,+ ？v{Q = 4}/) + ……. 
=Pr{e = 0} + (zPr{e = 1 } / + ? Pr{e = Pr fe = 3}/’+....) 
+ z-i (z Pr{e = 1}/ + z^ Pr{0 = 2}/ + ？ Pr{0 二 3}/ + …•） 
=Pr{Q = 0} + / ' 0 ( z ) - /Trie 二 0} + z- ' /Q(z) - z - i / P r { 0 = 0} 
Let 7r(0)=Pr{g = 0} 
And 
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m = ^(0)/( l - z-i) + Q(z)(f+z-'f) 
Let A(z) be the generating function of arrival process A" 
k-O 
= = 0} + z P r { ^ 二 1} 
二 ；L’+z 义 
The generating function of the sum of two independent random variables is the 
product of the individual generating. By taking the generating functions on both 
side yields 
Q(z) 二 B(z)A(z) 
0(z) = — ) / ( 1 -一 ) + 抛(/丨+厂丨/)1.(义’+2力 
Rearranging the above, we get 
D 一 ( 似 ） 
“ ) fX'-Afz 
Because Q(l) = 1, 
To obtain mean queue length “ , we differentiating Q(z) with respect to z and 






To obtain queue length distribution, we can inverse transform the Q(z) 
f X ' - l f z 
二 ；z"(0) + ^ — — — 
/义丨―妒’ z 
,八、 ；r(0)2z 
= ^ ( 0 ) + — — 义 广 
J \ X f ’ 
Let - ^ h Q p 
义’ / 
e(z) 二 • 響 . . . . " . . ) 
M 
+ 叠 靈 摩 2 + 歷 广 Z 3 + . . . . . 
V ) fV fA： “ fi' 




By Little's Law, we can obtain the average delay by dividing mean queue 
length by arrival rate. 
We let D be the packet delay value of the queue. 
Z) 二 ^ ^ 
/义’-/I义 
4.4 Simulation Result 
We have done simulation to compare the theoretical result with simulation 
result. It is shown that the theoretical result is close to simulation result. 
We perform the simulation on NS2 platform. On the platform, we can simulate 
a real IEE802.11 b network environment. Original NS2 setting assume FIFO 
single queueing policy in AP. In order to simulate our modification of queueing 
policy, we have to extend the NS2 simulator to test the performance of new 
policy. 
In the logic of NS2, the packet is not stored in node layer. Instead, they are 
stored in link layer and packet scheduling is in IFQ layer. Figure 4.6 shows the 
class hierarchy of the mobile node. In order to implement the proposed 
scheduling scheme, we have to extend the function of IFQ layer. 
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Figure 4.6 class hierarchy of the mobile node 
4.4.1 Extension ofNS2 
In NS2, the default queue used in IFQ layer to simulate wireless LAN is 
DropTail queue. 
The base class Queue, from which DropTail is derived, provides most of the 
needed functionality. The drop-tail queue maintains exactly one FIFO queue, 
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implemented by including an object of the PacketQueue class. Drop-tail 
implements its own versions of enque and deque as follows: 
* drop-tail 
void DropTail: :enque(Packet* p) 
{ 
q_.enque(p); 









To implement the new scheme, we modify the DropTail::deque() function. This 
function is called by the scheduler of the simulator when the AP's backoff 
window reach zero and a packet is selected to sent out and dequeue from the 
queue. 
To determine what packet should be sent next, we generate a random number 
and use the number to select the packets. Once the selection is determined, we 
lookup the queue, find out the first packet that destined to the selected station 
and dequeue that packet. 
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4.4.2 Configuration of the simulation 
Configuration of the simulation is similar to that of in chapter 3.2.3. we have 
two stations (station 1 and station 2) that are associated with the same AP. The 
distance between station 1 and the AP is 50 maters, while the distance between 
station 2 and the AP is 1 meters. 
AP 
/ 
/ \ Station2 y 
5 y / V i V 
Figure 4.7 configure of simulation 
The difference is that there is a packet selection before sending packet. When 
the AP is called to send packet, the AP will choose packet destined to station 1 
with probability /5 and choose packet destined to station 2 with probability 1-
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Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show the simulation results that comparing the theoretical 
result with simulation result. 
The Y axis is the packet delay in second, and the X axis is the packet error rate 
of station 1. 
Figure 4.8 shows the comparison between simulation results and theoretical 
result when /5 is 0.6 and arrival process of station 1 is bernoulli process with 
arrival probability is 0.1 per 1500 fi sec 
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I 0.07 n 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison between simulation results and 
theoretical result, /3= 0.6 arrival rate = 0.1 
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Figure 4.8 shows the comparison between simulation results and theoretical 
when is 0.8 and arrival process of station 1 is bernoulli process with arrival 
probability is 0.2 per 1500 fi sec 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison between simulation results and 
theoretical result, /3 = 0.8 arrival rate = 0.2 
From the Figures, we can see that when the packet error rate is low (less than 
0.4) the theoretical result is close to the NS2 simulation. However, when the 
packet error rate increases further, the theoretical result will be less than 
simulation. That means the theoretical result will underestimate the packet 
delay time. 
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The difference between theoretical result and NS2 simulation result can be 
explained by the backoff window algorithm of 802.11 wireless LAN. When the 
packet error rate increases, the number of retransmission of packets also 
increases. However the retransmission will make the contention window 
increase, due to backoff window algorithm. The increment of contention 
window will make the service time of packets increase, but in our model, we 
assume the service time is constant even in retransmission. That explains the 
difference between theoretical result and NS2 simulation result when the packet 
error rate increases. 
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Chapter 5 
Resource Assignment in Access Points 
5.1 Introduction 
In chapter 4, we have devised a mathematical model to model the packet delay 
in access points and it is shown that the theoretical result is closed to simulation 
result. Under the new proposed scheme of queue management in access points, 
we can control the packet delay of particular station by give the station of 
different probability of chance of sending packet under certain wireless channel 
error. 
But the next question is how to determine the probability assigned to different 
stations. In this chapter, we proposed the packet delay balancing in access 
points for the goal of resource assigning. 
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5.2 Packet Delay Balancing 
The main objective of the resource assignment is to be fair to each station. In 
order to fulfill this objective, we have to use the result obtained in the last 
chapter. 
Station 1 queue {On ,Of f} 
Station 2 queue {On ,Of f} 
h _ 
Station 3 queue {On ,Of f} 
I I •  
參 
Station n queue {On,Off} 
h 一 p r i - ^  
Figure 5.1 Queueing diagram that representing a AP 
with n stations associate to it. 
Figure 5.1 shows the queueing diagram that representing a AP with n stations 
associate to it. Every station has their own queue to store their packets. In every 
attempt of transmission of AP, AP will select a packet from n queue. Packet 
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from queue of station i will be selected with (3 i. Every station suffers from 2 
state markov channel error. In success state, a packet can be transmitted while 
in failure state a packet will be lost, 
We let, for station i, the channel state transition probability be 
pi = P[success|success], 
ri=P [success|failure], 
and pj + 仏=1, r. + s^  =1 
In order to balance all packet delay value among all stations, we set 






To balance the delay values, we set 
D�= D 21= D 3.". = D n ,and 
From the above constraints, we can obtain the probability. 
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5.2 Simulation Result 
We have done simulation to compare the single queueing and proposed scheme 
result, the comparison shows that our proposed scheme can effectively balance 
the packet delay among stations. 
3.2.3 Configuration of the simulation 
Configuration of the simulation is similar to that of in chapter 3.2.3. We have 
two stations (station 1 and station 2) that are associated with the same AP. The 
distance between station 1 and the AP is 50 maters, while the distance between 
station 2 and the AP is 1 meters. 
AP 
/ 
/ \ Station2 / 
Figure 5.2 Configure of Simulation 
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The Y axis is the packet delay in second, and the X axis is the packet error rate 
of station 1. 
The difference is that there is a packet selection before sending packet. When 
the AP is called to send packet, the AP will choose packet destined to station 1 
with probability /3，, where is probability that obtained in chapter 5.2 and 
choose packet destined to station 2 with probability 1-/3'. 
Figure 5.3 shows the comparison between packet delay of station 1 and station 2 
when applying single queueing and our proposed scheme. Arrival process of 
station 1 and station 2 are bemoulli process with arrival probability is 0.08 per 
1500//sec 
With single queueing, the packet delay of station 1 increase from 1500 fi sec to 
approximately 6000 fi sec (increased by 4 times), meanwhile the packet delay 
of station 2 increase from 1500//sec to 3800//sec (increased by 2.53 times). 
The increase rate of station 1 is 50% greater than station 2 
With our proposed scheme, the packet delay of station 1 increase from 1500 ji 
sec to approximately 4500 ji sec (increased by 3 times), meanwhile the packet 
delay of station 2 increase from 1500//sec to 4100// sec (increased by 2.73 
times). The increase rate of station 1 is 9.8% greater than station 2 
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The increasing rate of packet delay of station 1 has dropped by 25% if use the 
proposed scheme in this case. 
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Figure 5.3 Compasion between packet delay of station 1 and station 2 
when applying single queueing and our proposed scheme 
Figure 5.4 shows the comparison between packet delay of station 1 and station 2 
when applying single queueing and our proposed scheme. Arrival process of 
station 1 is bernoulli process with arrival probability is 0.16 per 1500//sec, 
arrival process of station 3 is bernoulli process with arrival probability is 0.08 
per 1500//sec 
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With single queueing, the packet delay of station 1 increase from 1500//sec to 
approximately 15000 fi sec (increased by 10 times), meanwhile the packet delay 
of station 2 increase from 1500//sec to 7800 fi sec (increased by 5.2 times). 
The increase rate of stationi is 96% greater than station 2 
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Figure 5.3 Compasion between packet delay of stationi and station 2 when 
applying single queueing and our proposed scheme 
With our proposed scheme, the packet delay of station 1 increase from 1500 fi 
sec to approximately 1200 }i sec (increased by 8 times), meanwhile the packet 
delay of station 2 increase from 1500 ji sec to 10000 ji sec (increased by 6.66 
times). The increase rate of stationi is 20% greater than station 2. 
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The increasing rate of packet delay of station 1 has dropped by 25% if use the 
proposed scheme in this case. 
From the above result, it is shown that our proposed scheme can effectively 
balance the packet delay among stations. The trade off of our scheme is the 
packet delay of strong stations will increase to compensate the decrement of the 




In this thesis, we have studied the packet delay performance of IEEE802.il 
wireless LAN. We have performed simulations and mathematical analysis in 
our studies. Particularly, we are interested in investigating how the locations of 
stations affect each other's delay performance. Which is an important factor 
affects applications in a WLAN. 
From our work, we find out the packet delay of mobile stations increase when 
there is a station in weak condition. This is because the queue management in 
access point. Current access point employs FIFO single queue. When there is a 
packet lost. Access point will retransmit the lost packet due to ARQ protocol. 
The packet delay of the weak station will increase, and other stations' packet 
delay also will be pulled up because the head of line packet (the packet of the 
weak station) will block the whole queue. 
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However, the packet delays of different stations are not balanced. The packet 
delay of the weak station grows faster than other strong stations when the 
channel of the weak station goes bad. From the simulation the difference in 
increasing rate of a weak station with a strong station can up to 114% larger. 
With Virtual Queuing, We can effectively balance delay among stations, 
increasing rate of delay a weak station can have 25% lower when employs our 
proposed scheme. 
However, there is trade off. The trade off of our scheme is the packet delay of 
strong stations will increase to compensate the decrement of the packet delay of 
weak stations. 
Our investigation on Virtual Queuing is based on simulations in this thesis. 
More research work could be performed to test the performance of Virtual 
Queuing in real networks. We have tested the system based on generic UDP 
traffic sources. It would be interesting to test the scheme over actual client-
server applications and study the interactions with application-layer protocol 
such as HTTP, FTP, RTF, etc. 
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